HYDRAULIC PRESS FEATURES
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•

Dual Ovenable
Paperboard Trays

Pressformed Corrugated
Bowls, Pizza Boxes & Trays

•
•
•
•

Blank Fed Operation for Low Capital Cost
Utilize Existing Printing & Die-Cutting
Assets
Run One, Two or Three Dies Wide
Produce 100 Plates/Trays per Minute 2-Up
Adjustable Dwell, Stroke and Temperature
Adjustable Forming Force for Optimum
Quality
Tooling Changeover in 1 Hour
PLC Controlled
Capable of Making 2 Separate Products at
Once
CE Compliant

Gralex also provides other types of
equipment and tooling for the pressed
paper industry and the heat sealing
industry as well as consulting services
and training seminars around the world.
Much of the technology in use today for
pressforming of paperboard has been
developed by Gralex engineers.
Recognized around the world for
innovation and a unique approach to
business as well as solutions to
engineering challenges, Gralex is poised
to assist your company with equipment,
tooling, installation, training, start-up and
long term operations improvements in
the pressed paperboard industry.

GRALEX
presents

Blank Fed Hydraulic
Forming Presses
For

TP2620X5 with Automatic Stacker

Product Applications Include:
- Frozen Food
- Bakery
- Consumer Retail
- Food Service
- Agricultural Pkg.

- Fast Food/Carry Out
- Commercial/Industrial
- Protective Packaging
- Medical Packaging
– Meat/Seafood Pkg.

GRALEX
7234 Blue Ash Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45236

PH: +1(866)700-4575
FX: +1(513)891-0449

e-mail: gralex@gralex.com
website: www.gralex.com

Paperboard &
Corrugated Packaging
Products

downward. The draw pad portion of the
female die engages the paper against the
lower draw ring, which is held in an
extended position by air cylinders or
compression springs. As the press
continues to descend, the paperboard slips
between the draw pad and draw ring and
forms around the male punch into the female
cavity. When the press reaches the bottom
of its cycle, the pressure quickly builds to a
preset pressure and dwells in the closed
position for a preset period of time.

Blank Fed Hydraulic Press
Sequence of Operations
Gralex presses are designed to be very
simple, operator friendly machines. After the
tooling cartridge has been loaded and bolted
into the machine, the program is
downloaded into memory with just a few
strokes of the operator interface touch
screen (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 – Blank Feeder Magazine

Fig. 1 – PLC Interface

As the press begins to open, it signals the
feeder to remove one set of blanks from the
magazine and deposit them onto the blank
slide rails. These rails employ a center
mounted air manifold with angled orifices to
“float” the blank down the rails under positive
air pressure. This positive air pressure acts
like an air hockey table to move the blank
under a fairly high velocity into the forming
die where it docks against stationary blank
stops (see Fig. 3).

As the press begins to open, the draw ring
begins to extend thereby forcing the formed
plate off the stationary male punch. As soon
as the female die has ascended enough to
clear the formed tray or plate, the ejector
manifold sends a blast of air to the back of
the tray or plate causing it to exit the die
rapidly and travel down the product slides.
For stacking of product, the presses include
an automatic stacker (see Fig. 4) that counts
each individual lane and then shuttles stacks
of product out of the machine onto a
customer supplied table or conveyor as each
stack reaches the preset count.

As the tooling is coming up to heat, the
blank and product slides are aligned with the
tooling by loosening the handknobs and
moving them into position. Following this
alignment procedure, and adjustment of the
blank feeder, the press is ready to run. A
complete changeover from one size tooling
to another size takes two people less than
one hour.
Blanks are then loaded into the pick and
place blank feeder magazine (see Fig. 2)
and the vacuum pump is engaged on the
feeder control panel. The cycle start
function key is then depressed on the
operator interface control panel to begin the
press cycle.

Fig. 3 – Forming Die
Before the blank has actually reached its
resting position against the stationary die
stops, the platen has begun its travel

Fig. 4 – Automatic Stacker

